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Get Better at Chess: Learn the Fundamentals, a concise guide to
elevate your game to 1800 ELO. Follow and practice these strategies,
print for easy reference, and watch your chess skills improve!

Get Better at Chess: Learn the Fundamentals

how to get better at chess?

The Opening (The First Steps)

The Middlegame (The Battle Builds)

Delay Queen movement.

Develop pieces over pawns.

Bishops on open diagonals.

Rooks on open/semi-open files.

Castle early; avoid repetitive piece moves.

Control the center with piece placement.

Maintain pawn structure post-castling.

Provide king 'luft' with h3/h6.

Control the center to guide the game.

Avoid exchanges when down, seek when ahead.

Connect rooks, avoid knight edge placement.

Safely advance passed pawns.

Optimize piece placement, especially underused ones.

Open play with a development lead.

The Endgame (The Final Act)

Activate your king during pawn endgames.

Centralize the queen to control endgame dynamics.

Rook activity is critical; it can tip the scales in your favor.

Capitalize on the strength of an outside passed pawn.

King and rook's pawn endings depend on proper bishop placement.



Key Moves & Concepts

Castle for king safety.

Diagonals are bishops' power lines.

Forks create dual threats.

Solid pawn structures define strongholds.

Batteries amplify rook power.

Sacrifices can lead to strategic gains.

Mate threats end the game.

Central Squares (d4, d5, e4, e5): Dominance of the center is crucial. Controlling these squares

allows greater mobility and influence across the board.

Chess Pieces: Optimizing Your Play

Pawn: The soul of chess. Best used to control the center and support other pieces.

Knight: Excel in closed positions. Use their unique movement to create forks and control

central squares.

Bishop: Thrive in open positions. Utilize their long-range diagonal control to pressure points

across the board.

Rook: Powerful in open files and ranks. Coordinate them for dominating the back rank and

creating lethal batteries.

Queen: The game's most versatile piece. Keep her safe in the early game; unleash her power

in the mid to late stages for decisive moves.

King: Often a defensive piece until the endgame, where it becomes a vital attacking tool.

Piece Positioning (The Right Place)

Knights excel in closed positions

Bishops thrive in open positions. 

Rooks on 7th rank

Pawns: Avoid creating backward pawns, which can become weak points. Use pawns to control

the center and support other pieces.



Exploit forks, skewers, pins, and discoveries.

Target weak points in the opponent's setup.

Coordinate multiple pieces for stronger attacks.

Avoid one-piece offensives.

Positional Imbalances (The Decision Drivers)

Evaluate material count.

Assess pawn structure for strengths/weaknesses.

Choose between knight and bishop based on the position's demands.

Secure control over crucial squares and files.

Use dynamic imbalances and initiative to press the opponent.

Prioritize the safety of your king throughout.

Defense Strategies (The Shield)

Counteract flank attacks with central counterstrikes.

Quick Tip

Regularly refresh your memory with these strategic pointers.

Engage in puzzle practice to sharpen tactical skills.

Steady play and strategic insight are your keys to chess improvement.

Tactical Play (The Art of War)


